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Site Context
SITE OBSERVATIONS & SPU PROVISIONS

- Soil cover 24” maximum depth
- Weight limits
- Uniform weight distribution
- Access to hatches / access points
- No pesticide/herbicides within 50’ of lid
- Fertilizer application will be restricted and requires approval within 50’ of lid
FAMILY TERRACE

ELEMENTS
1. ADA Accessible Pathway
2. Zip Line
3. Hillside Slide w/ Boulder Stairway
4. Cave Rocks/Adventure Play
5. Existing Art on Fence
6. Mima Mounds
7. Existing Trees
8. Accessible Entrance
9. SPU Building
10. Palouse Grasses/Informal Maze
11. Access to Lower Ballfields
12. Children’s Garden w/ Bike Sculpture and Quote
13. Existing Art Arbor
14. Butterfly Garden and Wall
15. Puddle Path
16. Existing Hedge
17. Existing Restroom
18. Seating Area w/ Potential Shelter
19. Adventure Path
20. Tot Play 2-5 yrs.
21. Swings
22. Kids’ Play 5-12 yrs.
23. Nature Trail
24. Tunnel
25. Open Lawn